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Meeting commenced late due to the police activity in the neighborhood. Police
communicated that a car was stolen and the "perps" fled in our neighborhood. Rebecca's
wireless phone allowed us to send an email alerting the NN to call 911 if any suspicious
activity is noticed.
1) Pauline reports about the 38.5 Street Clean-up Initiative. The thinking is that there isn't
too much support from the neighborhood (based on no feedback from email call for action)
but Monarch is ecstatic about this and will support the inititative. Other local businesses:
Quack's was contacted about garbage issues and exposed graffiti on their property and
"Steve" from Fiesta has been contacted. Pauline is trying to get Fiesta into the fold and/or
fund the clean-ups. In the past they have taken responsibility for cleaning up the bus stop
on Robinson & 38.5, it has lasped in the past year but will hopefully start up again. Steve
reports that Fiesta's management is in support of CNA, but Pauline suggests that we as
an association have to have our voice heard about how we feel about litter created by
Fiesta in our neighborhood.
What are we going to do to make our concerns known to the greater neighborhood and its
businesses? Cap Metro & more garbage pails? Shani suggests signage thanking
Monarch for supporting CNA's trash initiative and/or "No Litter Tolerance Zone" signs.
Heather volunteers to paint a sign. Also preparing a script for neighbors to communicate
to Fiesta, as well as their phone number, and post it on the NN, for when 38.5 is looking
junky and or shopping carts are in our nabe.
So what action were committed to:
• Will consider what kind of sign can be made by Heather/Jennifer.
• Shani will email "script" on NN.
• Jack will contact Cap Metro.
2) Budget brief by Rebecca. SxES party and CNA official endorsement? Should we set up

a table welcoming everyone to Cherrywood? The committee gives Rebecca the go ahead
to solidify an arrangement with Chad Hamilton, organizer of SxES, to set up a hospitality
table. SC members volunteered to man the table.
3) Debate on the debate on NN regarding the traffic planters and what is legit participation
by neighbors and/or procedures needed to be followed. Taps into the greater debate on
CNA outreach and lack of clear definitions of protocol. Cara & Aaron Choate comes to the
meeting wondering how they are to proceed in lieu of feedback from Girard. Pauline offers
to be the liaison and connect with Cara, Pascal & Aaron with the official ways & means.
4) Unanimous motion to accept Charlie Roadman's resignation and unanimously
acceptance of Pauline Porter's application to be a CNASC member. As per CNA by-laws,
confirmation at the next General Meeting, via vote, will beheld. Pauline offers up a small
bio, including her temperament and 17 years in the neighborhood.
5) In response to the activity on NN regarding lack of CNA participation, George offers an
intelligent world view perspective about creating democracy in Cherrywood.
6) MORE discussion about how CNA can be more welcoming!
7) David Greene brings up how the McMansion moratorium passed, do we want to create
a committee to stay on top of this? Heather will create a meeting with the neighborhood
via the P&Z committee to discuss the subject.
8) … yes there is MORE discussion about how CNA can be more welcoming!
7:49 meeting adjourned!

